solution profile – cannula

COOLANT-FREE
SWISS MACHINING
New manufacturing processes reduce costs
by $150k and decrease lead times by 67%

THE ONE to turn your manufacturing
challenges into business solutions

AND THEN IT HITS YOU …
To successfully meet market demand for a critical, complex surgical device
you have to significantly reduce costs while speeding delivery.

THE SITUATION
A major medical device manufacturer needed to reduce the cost and lead time for a cannula, a vital component for
a device used in hernia repair surgery. The cannula channels air into an anatomic balloon that creates the precise
amount of space inside the body for the procedure. It also facilitates clinicians’ visualization throughout the operation.

The project called for total production of 500,000 cannulas per year including
six different variations – all with tight tolerances – to match a variety of surgical
procedures. Despite these complexities, the manufacturer had to reduce costs by
as much as $150,000 per year while meeting short lead times to capture market
opportunities and reach internal business objectives.
THE DEFINING MOMENT For MMD Medical, the solution was immediately clear: Be the only one that uses
coolant-free Swiss Machining to automate and streamline processes, save costs and speed lead times.
The unique approach convinced the customer to award MMD Medical the project.

A CLOSER LOOK
Current Process Breakdown – Traditional vertical milling was ineffective for several reasons:
Inefficient methodology – Extruded

Foreign material risk – The former

Capacity restraints – Production

tubes were cut to length before milling.
One side of a tube was machined and
then manually flipped to machine
the other side.

process had risk of contamination due
to the machining environment and
small diameter lumen.

volume and the need for multiple
variations of the part outmatched the
supplier’s capacity to deliver.

Solving the Manufacturing Challenge – Taking an unconventional approach, MMD Medical delivered
a solution that reduced costs by $150,000 and met production volume, quality and delivery goals. To do so, MMD:

Specified that all extruded tubes were
received in 12-foot lengths. This allowed
MMD Medical to use a Swiss Machine and
run an autoloader.

Created a lubricant-free Swiss Machining
environment that eliminated any residue
that would cause contamination
on the device.

Controlled production through rigorous
quality control processes and the
elimination of outsourcing for secondary
operations by vertically integrating at
MMD Medical.

THE MMD

APPROACH

Knowing success relied on efficient and repeatable processes, MMD Medical focused on:

1

2

Technology Investment – Proactively

Supplier Collaboration – Partnering

investing $525,000 in the technology
unlocked the door to increased
productivity and cost savings.

with the industry’s leading Swiss
Machining supplier expedited a creative
solution for a coolant-free environment
and streamlined approach.

3
Speed and Volume – First
production-ready cannulas were delivered
in two months – four months ahead of
schedule. Two shifts worked year-round
to consistently meet delivery deadlines.

ACHIEVING BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

REDUCED PROGRAM COST

DECREASED LEAD TIMES

IMPLEMENTED ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Cut cost by $150,000

Reduced lead times by 67%

Invested $525,000 in new technology
for a single program

nM
ulti-discipline experience – just by looking at the part the team

The MMD

Factor

MMD Medical inspired the customer’s
confidence in its ability to achieve
critical objectives.

knew it could leverage technology and create a process to achieve
targeted cost-savings and production goals.

nM
achining expertise – applying its deep technical expertise in
precision Swiss Machining, MMD was able to design the right
process and long-term solution.

nW
illingness to invest – MMD understood – and was willing to

make – the investment needed to design and execute the best
solution for the customer.

ONGOING

INNOVATION

With a passion for superior results, the MMD Medical team continued to
strengthen the program post-launch by:

Developing a more efficient way to apply a near
microscopic polyurethane film to each tube after
machining to save even more steps and costs.
Investing in additional Swiss Machines and
inspection equipment for the white room
specifically designed for the purpose.
Regularly evaluating every aspect of the
program to continuously evolve and improve it.
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